Texture synthesis is the field of computer graphics and related basic core issues. Studies have shown that the MRF model-based two-dimensional image texture synthesis algorithm, the synthesis results are directly affected by the magnitude of the impact of random images; that is consistent with a high degree of MRF model is better than other texture synthesis texture. The same time, the quality of synthetic images and synthesis algorithms is proportional to time-consuming. In this paper, the synthesis of the texture image decomposition strategy is introduced and the concept of multi-resolution atlas. It can be used to guide the texture partition, to improve the quality of texture synthesis. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm is effective.
Introduction
Texture synthesis methods [1] can be divided into the process of texture synthesis [2] and kind of map texture synthesis [3] . The latter by giving a small input texture, similar to generate large output texture, suitable for the simulation of nature in the presence of self-similarity of texture features, and can overcome the shortcomings of traditional texture mapping [4] [5] . This have more and more researchers' attention as computer graphics, computer vision and image processing one of the hot areas of research [6] [7] [8] .
Two-dimensional image texture synthesis method as a Graphics hot issue, there are different classification results. Algorithm based on different mathematical models used can be divided into two categories: the use of Markov Random Field (MRF) model [9] ; the other is feature-based matching method. MRF model algorithm [10] [11] is a statistical model-based texture synthesis methods, such as [EL99] [12] [WL00] [14] and so on. Another algorithm to the texture as a feature set, by matching characteristics of the sample graph to generate a new texture map. In addition, according to the algorithm for each synthetic pixel size of the sample image based texture synthesis algorithm can be divided into two categories: based on pixel blocks and pixel-based.
Pixel-based texture synthesis algorithm has the advantage: the sample images can be found throughout the neighborhood with the best match of the pixel, so the synthesis is better. Algorithm efficient is less because the per-pixel-by-point scanning. Algorithm [12] , [14] , [15] is representative.
Pixel block-based texture synthesis method is to a set of pixels in blocks for synthesis. The basic idea is: 1) Sample image selected as the sample block, and copied to the synthesis of the image, according to the order of scanning lines to scan in the remaining blocks in the sample chart; 2) In the synthesis each position, samples need to figure in the composite image search and overlap the current position error is less than the tolerable error of the regional blocks of pixels, and randomly choose one of them, as with synthetic block that best matches the current location of the pixel block; 3) Calculation block of the new and old blocks of selected areas of overlap errors in the overlapping area in the path to find the minimum cost, and along the best path, the old and new synthesis between the two regions; 4) Repeat the above process synthesis of the resulting image. Block-based texture synthesis methods have better effective than based on point. 2001's Image Quilting [17] algorithm is a typical representative then asked GraphCut [17] and Wang Tiles [13] and other algorithms be improved. In particular, Wang Tiles point matching algorithm can be mixed with block stitching algorithms, texture synthesis to achieve optimal results. This paper proposes a new multi-resolution texture synthesis algorithm. Image is decomposed into strategies for high and low frequencies separately for the different characteristics of information processing. Texture synthesis Atlas is introduced to accelerate the search for the best matching block.
Texture Synthesis Based on Multi-resolution Matching

Algorithm Overview
Studies have shown that the MRF model-based two-dimensional image texture synthesis algorithm, the synthesis results are directly affected by the magnitude of the impact of random images. That is consistent with a high degree of MRF model is better than other texture synthesis texture. This paper divide image into high frequency and low frequency components. Texture synthesis for low-frequency use block-based stitching algorithm.
Image Decomposition
In 2002, French mathematician Meyer make decomposition of the image while u and v based on variations [18] . Meyer pointed out that for an input image f , it can be seen as two components with different characteristics, namely, f = u + v. u is the structural component of the image, v is texture component.
This TV-G model describe texture component by using G-norm. G space distribution function f is defined as consisting of Banach spaces:
The formula:
Texture component v in G space is defined as follows:
Vese and Osher [19] proposed an approximate calculation.
Structure and texture image has its own different characteristics. Structural components used to guide the image texture partition [20] . Different characteristics of the image decomposition can be used for different synthesis methods.
Fast Multi-resolution Texture Synthesis
Based on Wang Tiles, a rapid synthesis of multi-resolution algorithm is presented. In the Wang Tiles [13] algorithm, the first use of Image Quilting algorithm to generate a series of Wang Tiles texture block. Wang Tiles texture generation method is to block the texture sample to sample, to obtain four diamond texture for each texture assigned to a different color; these four samples the texture at a different location algorithm using Image Quilting stitching together then cut along the diagonal of each sample texture, creating a series of squares that Wang Tiles, shown in Fig. 1 . The following is based on multi-resolution image texture synthesis algorithm block frame.
Step 1. Pretreatment: Input sample textures to produce a sample of Wang Tiles texture block; and for each block to establishment image set; initialize the output texture, and a corresponding multi-resolution image set.
Step 2. The lowest-resolution image texture synthesis precomputed, construct a candidate link for each boundary block
Step 3. Randomly selected a sample texture block pasted into the top left of the output texture. Re-compute output image pixel value in corresponding position.
Step 4. With the following synthesized output texture: 1) Output texture to be synthesized in the texture of each block, first consider the lowestresolution layer image corresponding concentration of L-type overlap. Searching in the lowest resolution layer to find areas of overlap of the k smallest error as the candidate best matching block texture block.
2) From the high-resolution to low-resolution layer to search for the best matching block layer by layer, until the highest resolution layer. Result for best matches block.
3) Randomly select a texture block in best block paste into output texture. 4) Recalculate pixel block value in the relative position.
Step 5. Repeat Step 4 in the order of scan lines until the output texture updates.
Experiment and Conclusion
Three textures sample for example, the experimental results in following. In the first two examples, we use two sets of 64×64 resolution of the sample texture synthesis the output texture is 256×256, block-matching algorithm fast than hybrid texture synthesis 16 times on average. In the third example, uses a 4-layer team 192×192 resolution, the output texture is 512×512, block-matching algorithm in maximum is fast 240 times than hybrid texture synthesis. It is a challenge issue in the field of realistic computer graphics for increasing the speed of texture synthesis as high as possible maintaining the effect of synthesis images. A strategy of image decomposition is presented in this paper. By multi-resolution texture synthesis Atlas, it is can be accelerated for texture block matching with same quality. Next step work will focus on points matching and fusion splicing block hybrid optimization, and three-dimensional multiresolution texture synthesis algorithm.
